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One of the most important contributions the Federation makes to Scottish culture is the promotion of

competitions among the younger generation. This issue showcases some of that talent and demonstrates
clearly that the legacy of our National Bard is in safe hands for the future. The Schools Festivals reflect
great credit, not only of the fine work done by the Schools Committee, but also on parents and teachers who
willingly put in immense time and effort honing skills and encouraging participation. (On page 2 of the
March Newsletter MSP Joan McAlpine was shown as Loan McAlpine for which I apologise). Editor
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Lament of Mary Queen of Scots on the
Approach of Spring
Now laverocks wake the merry morn,
Aloft on dewy wing;
The merle, in his noontide bower,
Makes woodland echoes ring;
The mavis mild wi’ many a note,
Sings drowsy day to rest:
In love and freedom they rejoice,
Wi’ care nor thrall opprest.
Tune: Mary Queen of Scots’ Lament
by Robert Burns

2016 Secondary Schools National Festival

Proud

winner of the title Young Burnsian is Holly Jarvis
representing the Stirling, Clackmannanshire and Perth
Association.
From the left: Ian McIntyre RBWF Junior Vice President; Holly
Jarvis; RBWF Immediate Past President Jim Thomson.
The world-renowned, Uddingston-based
company, Tunnock’s provides vital
sponsorship for the schools competitions.
We also received very welcome support
from the Jean Armour Burns Trust.
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2016 Secondary Schools National Festival
The 2016 Secondary Schools National Festival was held on 23rd April and hosted by the Edinburgh and
District Burns Clubs Association (EDBCA). Competitors travelled from all over Scotland to gather at St
George’s School for Girls in Edinburgh.
Convenor of the Schools Committee, Patricia Leslie, opened the
festival by introducing RBWF representatives, Ian McIntyre, Junior
Vice President and Jim Thomson,
Immediate Past President.
Jim Shields, President of the EDBCA,
welcomed everyone to the festival and
offered his best wishes to all the
competitors.
All through the school the wonderful
sound of Burns could be heard in words
and music. Performers were given great
support and encouragement by the
family and friends who accompanied them on the day. The varied
programme and overall standard impressed the audience, adjudicators and
Burnsians alike.
While the final deliberations were taking place Jim Shields and Jim
Wetherston performed a selection of Scottish songs and Gordon Jamieson
delivered some hilarious recitations, much to the appreciation of the gathered audience awaiting the final
results. The adjudicators admitted the difficulty in choosing winners from the high standard of participants.
They offered constructive advice to the performers and encouraged them to continue in their appreciation
of Scotland’s National Poet.
Prior to the presentations, Junior Vice-President Ian McIntyre proposed
a Vote of Thanks. He acknowledged the efforts of the Schools
Committee, the assistance of the EDBCA, the staff at St George’s School
but, most importantly, the enthusiasm of the competitors and the
support of their teachers and families. He hoped they would continue to
enjoy the works of our National Bard and looked forward to seeing
some of them at future festivals
Patricia Leslie announced the winners from each discipline and Jim
Thomson and Ian McIntyre were on hand to present medals and
trophies.
Pictured above are the individual winners. Verse Speaking: Cameron
Kerr for the Ayrshire Association of Burns Clubs; Instrumental: Euan
Thomson, West Lothian Region; Singing: Holly Jarvis, Stirling, Clackmannanshire and Perth Association.
The team from the Ayrshire Association won the verse speaking
section, the West Lothian team won the instrumental category; the
singing section was won by the team from the Fife Association which
helped them capture the title as Overall Team winners with most
points accrued across all disciplines.
As Young Burnsian Holly will perform at the prestigious Westsound
Burns Supper in Glasgow in January 2017. [Right: Receiving her award
from Schools Convenor Patricia Leslie]
[Photographs curtesy of Jim Miller]
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Ellisland Burns Suppers
On Saturday 6th February the Friends of Ellisland held the first of their two Burns suppers. The Chairman,
Ronnie Cairns welcomed everyone and read fraternal greetings from over eighteen kindred clubs. Betty
Haining, Treasurer of the Friends of Ellisland, gave the Selkirk Grace. The haggis was piped in by Callum
Watson, President of the Burns Howff Club and ably addressed by Kieran Nordon.
Fraser Sanderson, a past Director of Education, gave
an interesting Immortal Memory, Donald Urquhart,
past Chairman and founder member of the Friends of
Ellisland proposed the Toast to the Lasses and this was
replied to by Emma Harper, President of the Dumfries
Ladies Burns Club No 1.
An evening of recitations and song followed.
Photo L to R: Donald Urquhart, Ronnie Cairns, Fraser
Sanderson, Halina Cairns and Emma Harper.
Their second annual Burns Supper was held on the 13th
February. It was a very successful night with a host of
very talented performers. The Chairman, Ronnie
Cairns did an excellent job as MC.
Dan Cook gave grace before the meal. Sophie Easthill
piped in the haggis, which was ably addressed by the
Chairman. The Immortal Memory was delivered by
Colin Gibson, Junior vice President of the Burns Howff
club and Vice President of the Thornhill & District
Burns club. The Toast to the Lasses by Russell
Williamson, was well received. Jane Brown, past
President of the Robert Burns World Federation, gave a
humorous reply which was enjoyed by everyone.
A rousing version of Auld Lang Syne finished a very
successful Burns Supper. In the photo from left to right
are: Russell Williamson, Colin Gibson, Ronnie Cairns,
Halina Cairns and Jane Brown.

End of an Era at Ellisland

After living on the Ellisland Farm for 28 years, including the
last 18 years as Curator, Les Byers decided it was time for
him to retire. To mark the occasion, the Friends of Ellisland
committee organised a splendid farewell party to recognise
the outstanding contribution Les and his wife May have
made in showcasing Burns’ last farm to Burnsians and the
public alike.
As well as being presented with a substantial cheque from
donations made by his many admirers Les was also gifted
an inscribed quaich from the Friends of Ellisland and the
Trustees. Certificates of appreciation were also presented
to Les and May for their many years spent at Ellisland Farm.
The photograph shows the Friends of Ellisland Treasurer
Betty Haining handing over the cheque to Les.
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Ellisland’s New Curator Settles In
Having previously worked at the Robert Burns Birthplace
Museum in Alloway, the new Curator at Ellisland Farm, Stuart
Cochran, is settling in and has offered the following thoughts
on his new post: “You can feel the presence of Burns at many
of his haunts however none more than at Ellisland, the home
he lovingly built for his family, where they could “live off the
fat of the land”.
As the new Curator of Ellisland farm and Museum I am
delighted to carry on from the many years of work
contributed by Les Byers. With the farm and the collection
already in good shape my purpose is to bring the house and
farm alive, so as to allow the collection to be seen as it would have looked to a visitor in 1789. They might
even pick up some Burns household gossip as well!
Visitors are now welcomed by hens and ducks in the farm close, Jean’s kitchen range is lit each morning
and the table is set ready for the farm dinner at noon. With the invaluable support of The Friends of Ellisland
we have a lot planned and you may even see Ayrshire cows back in the byre and Ellisland’s own butter and
cheese on the table.
I have created the Ellisland Facebook profile and I have called it Robert Burns Ellisland Farm Heritage
Centre. Thus anyone searching the internet for ‘Robert Burns’ or ‘Ellisland’ or ‘Heritage’ will find it easily at:
https://www.facebook.com/ellislandfarm/ I have attached it to the Ellisland Website, set us to follow and
share Dumfries Museums, RBBM, Burns Federation, What's On D&G and hopefully the new SSCBA page. If
we share other people’s posts then they will share ours and slowly our Facebook presence will snowball. So
far today we have 15 people following us. If you know of any groups we should follow the please let us
know.
This will be my main way of communicating the Farm and its collection to the outside world and a way for
our visitors to interact with us about their visit - hopefully by posting pics of themselves at Ellisland. This
does not replace the web site as they both do different things - if you could post a link or find us on
Facebook on the web site it would join them together. I am the one who posts as Ellisland so if you want
anything sharing then please email it to me. You can also post straight onto the page yourself and then I can
share it as Ellisland.”
[I’m sure all Burnsians will wish Stuart well for his stay at Ellisland. Ed]

Helensburgh Burns Club Launches a Schools Competition
The Helensburgh Burns Club held an inaugural annual competition
including reciting poetry and singing for primary schools in
Helensburgh & Lomond area. Schools were invited to hold their own
competitions for reading poems and singing for P4/5 and P6/7, the
winners were then invited to compete against other schools, the finals
being held at Hermitage Academy. 25 children from John Logie Baird,
Garelochhead, Rhu and Cardross Primary Schools took part.
The winners were Laura Carmichael (Cardross) P6/7 singing, Gregor
Stewart (Cardross) P4/5 for singing and recital; Emily Wilson (Cardross)
P6/7 was the overall winner and received the Young Burnsian Trophy.
Robert Stevenson from the Jean Armour Burns Trust presented the
shield, trophies and medals kindly donated by the Trust. Also in photo is
Helensburgh Burns Club President, Annette Garrick.
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An ‘Evening with Burns’ in Broughton House
The Friends of Broughton House and guests were treated to a
wonderful evening of music from traditional singer Robyn
Stapleton and accompanist Alistair Patterson, fine examples of the
skilled musicianship of graduates from the Royal Conservatoire of
Scotland.
This annual event in the Friends calendar, entitled ‘An Evening
with Burns,’ was first inaugurated in 2008 by current Friends
Chairman Mike Duguid as part of a drive to increase awareness of
the artist Edward Atkinson Hornel’s magnificent collection of
printed material on the life and works of Scotland’s National Bard.
By way of introduction, and to set the scene for the evening, Mike
gave a potted history of the life of the Poet and highlighted some of
the treasures contained in the library collection relating to the songs Robyn was going to sing.
As well as accompanying Robyn on the piano, Alistair also brought along his portable harmonium which
had an interesting history. It had been used by a chaplain during the Vietnam War in his services for the
troops. The instrument, with its short keyboard, a few stops, and lovely mellow tone, provided an ideal
accompaniment for Robyn’s wonderfully evocative singing.
A finger buffet, provided by members of the Friends committee for the interval, was much appreciated by
the audience.

Tatties and Herring Supper Tradition Continues at the Thistle Burns Club
The AGM of the Thistle Burns Club was held within the Wellcroft Bowling
Club, Queens Park, Glasgow. Director Bobby Shaw was invested as
President by outgoing President Ian Hutchison (left). After the meeting the
members were served with “Tatties and Herring”. This traditional fayre
has been an ongoing feature of the club since it was instituted in 1882.
The guest speaker of the evening was Iain Gordon who provided the
members with an excellent and humorous speech. Poems and songs were
performed by Bridgeton Burns Club member John Hutcheson before the
harmony was opened to all. A great night of friendship and camaraderie in
the spirit of Burns was had by the members.
The Thistle Burns Club was instituted in 1882, and since then
has been having traditional Burns Suppers and social events
to promote the works of Burns and contribute to community
and charity causes. Since 1999, the Thistle Burns Club has
donated over £18,000 to Erskine Home. This figure was
recently enhanced on Friday 4 March 2016, when members
of the Thistle Burns Club attended the hospital to hand over
a cheque for £630.
It was an excellent day and offered us a chance of speaking
to the veterans and management of such a worthy cause.
With veterans L to R: President Bobby Shaw, Secretary
George Smith, and Past President Ian Hutchison
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John Lapraik Speaking Competition
The
World
John
Lapraik
Speaking
Competition takes place at Muirkirk in
Ayrshire, on Saturday 4th June 2016 at 2pm.
For the last 9 years all the big names in the
Burns poetry recitation circuit have
competed to take home the Muirkirk
Enterprise Group (MEG) trophy. Previous
winners have included Wull Horne, Alistair
Sim, Cameron Goodall, Jimmy Law, Bobby
Jess, Ian Buick, Neil Macgillivray and Graham
Wight, with runners-up being as weel kent as
the winners.

Last year’s winners and judging panel.

Photo L to R: Sally Whittett (Judge - head
teacher of Muirkirk School), Jim Thomson Kilbirnie 3rd, Graham Wight - New Cumnock
- Winner, Alistair Sim (Judge - President of Ayrshire Association - past winner), Jim Baillie - Cockenzie 2nd, Neil Macgillivray (Judge - last year's winner), David Baird (Chairman of judges - PP RBWF).
The competition is organised by the Ayrshire Association of Burns Clubs (AABC) and is part of the Lapraik
Poetry Festival weekend which includes a night of Traditional Music and Poetry and a Young People’s
competition. If you fancy having a go at the competition or if you just want to enjoy any of the festival events
as an audience member, please contact the organisers on johnlapraik@yahoo.com
[Submitted by Douglas McKenzie, loudoun73@hotmail.com]

Lanarkshire Association of Burns Clubs Anniversary Lunch
The Lanarkshire Association of Burns Clubs celebrated the life and works of Robert Burns at their 3 rd
Anniversary Lunch on Saturday 6th February 2016. Although down on numbers from last year, it was a lively
and enthusiastic group who attended this year’s lunch. LABC President Bobby Kane welcomed everyone
before proposing the toast to the Immortal
Memory of Robert Burns focusing on the
Bard’s love and respect for women.
Karen Kane recited ‘The Rights of Women’
and Kay Blair gave a hilarious rendition of
one of her favourite Scottish poems by Edith
Little; Patricia Leslie read the monologue
‘Burns: The Hero’ written by Liz Lochhead.
Jim Leslie entertained the company with
Scottish songs and the afternoon came to a
close with a hearty rendition of Auld Lang Syne.
Standing from left to Right – Eric Budgell, Larkhall Burns Club; Lily Budgell, Larkhall Burns Club; Karen
Kane, Fauldhouse and Crofthead Burns Club; Lesley McDonald, Larkhall Burns Club; Tom McDonald,
Larkhall Burns Club; Helen Morrison, Allanton Jolly Beggars Burns Club; Jim Leslie, Kilbryde Burns Club;
Seated from Left to Right- Jim Minns, Allanton Jolly Beggars Burns Club; Kay Blair, Larkhall Burns Club;
Bobby Kane, Fauldhouse and Crofthead Burns Club; Wendy McNab, Kilbryde Burns Club Patricia Leslie,
Kilbryde Burns Club.
[Patricia Leslie, Secretary, LABC]
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Addressing the Haggis Competition.
I would like to take this opportunity to advise those who are not already in the picture that the Lasses Lunch
on Sunday the 15th May is in the Tontine Hotel, Greenock. A new pastime has developed for those of the
partners/drivers/ accompaniers of the Lasses who are not in the lasses lunch scenario.
In the same Hotel and in a different part of it there will be a lighthearted competition of "Addressing the Haggis" A bit of play
acting is required because the Haggis has to be a lookalike
pretend one otherwise there would be a lot of mince strewn
around the room with the cutting up with ready slight.
The overall winner gets a nice trophy and the title of "Chieftain"
for the occasion and it is hoped to have a Press photographer to
hand to record this auspicious occasion. All participants will get
a certificate.
Light lunches will be available but for catering purposes I need to know how many by 11th May. The
competition is open to anyone over the age of 18 and during the afternoon there will be an opportunity for
other reciters/singers/story tellers to add to the fun of the afternoon.
[Murdo, murdomorrison13@blueyonder.co.uk]

New Book on Burns and Carnegie
The intriguing title “The Tycoon and the Bard” is an appropriate title for a recently published book by John
Cairney. Mention of John Cairney immediately suggests some connection with Robert Burns and The
Tycoon quoted is revealed as none other than Andrew Carnegie. Andrew Carnegie’s name is synonymous
with the wealth he accumulated and in his time he was certainly the richest man in the world. As a shrewd
businessman he ran a vast profitable empire.
John Cairney tells the story of Carnegie’s early days, his ascent to fame and
fortune and a homespun philosophy interwoven with the words of Robert
Burns. Carnegie got inspiration from Burns which helped him formulate
thoughts and opinions and served as his mentor on many occasions. Carnegie
could be as hard as the steel for which he was famous but he also had a
sympathetic side for his fellow human beings. Compassionate caring was in
the ebb and flow of his life. He feared no one, respected everyone and
dedicated himself to many causes. As truly as Andrew Carnegie had
ingathered enormous wealth he then positioned himself with equal enthusiasm
to the task of disposing of his fortune. Carnegie Libraries and Institutions of
Learning abound around the world and to his beloved Scotland he left a
legacy for learning opportunities. The second entry in the roll of Honorary
President of the Robert Burns Federation dated 1909 is Andrew Carnegie, LLD, Skibo Castle.
In this well illustrated book John Cairney uses his skill as an accomplished author to bring the real story of
Andrew Carnegie to the reader. The turmoil and turbulence surrounding the rise to fame, the thoughts and
wishes, the highlights and the disappointments are all crafted in this highly presentable book.
A genuine “must read” for every Burns supporter and a clear illustration of the worldly wisdom which he
gave to the world at large and Andrew Carnegie in particular.
Copies of the Book “The Tycoon and the Bard” can be obtained via the Robert Burns World Federation,
£10.00 including UK Post and Packaging.
[Murdo Morrison]
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MSP Wins “TAM Reboot” Film Competition
Politicians are often found complaining that they don’t have any time to
read a book or have coffee with an old friend, so it was very refreshing
when Jamie McGrigor MSP submitted his poem to the Great Tam-O’Shanter Reboot Competition last year . Most of the poems contributed
were about 100 lines long but Jamie did the full 226 lines of the original
Tam. And further congratulations to Jamie for winning 1st prize in the
competition to film his poem. Here, he donned the family Tam-o’-Shanter
and read his poem to an enthusiastic live audience. Congratulations! 2 nd
prize went to Andrew Dallmeyer, the well-known Scottish playwright, whose film includes some marvellous
special effects, and 3rd prize went to Sister Mary McGrath, who simply recited her poem to a friend’s
camera. Many thanks to all those brave and talented contributors whose films can be seen on YouTube at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6oRU_R5xoso
Hopefully, other contributors will draw courage and inspiration to film their work, or even offer to be filmed
by others. The choice and variety is huge – have a look at the E book, TAM O’ SHANTER – The Great Reboot
with a foreword by Alexander McCall .Smith. http://www.amazon.co.uk/Great-Tam-Shanter-RebootCompetition-ebook/dp/B0102VWP2W
(The E book is available for £4.50 with all proceeds going to the Robert Burns World Federation and the
armed services charity, SSAFA.
[Hugh Lockhart]

Burns Supper with a Difference in Vancouver

behind each year’s production.

I just received your excellent newsletter that gave
recognition to various Burns Suppers around the world. I
thought to myself that we in White Rock have put on quite a
unique Burns Supper for many years, perhaps a little
removed from the usual format with head table, etc. We still
have the Immortal Memory and toasts, albeit blended into a
Burns-themed “performance”. It is very popular with the
locals – we rarely have less than 300 guests. I have enclosed
a link to a video that we produced this year. It is a somewhat
abbreviated record of the “show”. You will notice that we
encourage youngsters’ involvement in the production.
Terry Lyon’s wife, Maureen is the brains and the inspiration
[Hugh Aspinall]

Here’s
the
website:
http://www.tamoshanterdancers.com/templates/videopublic.php?videofolder=/videoweb/_membervideos/2016%20Burns%20Supper/2016%20Burns%20Suppe
r%20-%20Abrdged%20Performance%20Video

Ravenscraig Burns Club Generous Donation
Once again the Burns Club of Ravenscraig has made a most
generous donation to the Federation following another hugely
successful Burns Supper. RBWF President Peter Hughes
receives a cheque for £700 towards the schools competition
from Ravenscraig President Ian Watson with Kay Blair also
receiving one for a similar amount forwards the promotion of
Burns in the Lanarkshire schools.
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The Globe Inn Meets Schutzhaus Zukunft

The Robert Burns Society Austria was founded in
the year 2007 and has 32 members. Every year the
Society celebrates a Burns Night with a different
theme. Accompanied to the Supper we have
published also four books in a bi-lingual edition.
Our Scottish cookbook was sold very successfully,
over 2,000 items in the last three years. Over the
last 5 years we have organised a Robert Burns Golf
Trophy in Vienna. Last year over 80 golfers came to
the Trophy in Kilts and other Scottish outfit.

Scottish and Viennese poems of Robert Burns,
formed the framework of the evening, which was
celebrated on 29 January 2016 at Schutzhaus
Zukunft. The focus was the dialogue of dialectical
art of Scotland and Vienna to emphasise, and to make the comparison with, the tones of the two languages.
Dieter Berdel, our dialect writer, has translated more than 180 works of Burns into the Viennese dialect.
The 16th Burns Night has seen this year two special highlights: The
interpretation of songs of Robert Burns, brilliant recited and sung
by Wolfram Berger in Viennese dialect, with a virtuoso musical
accompaniment by Peter Havlicek on the contra-guitar and John
Dickbauer on fiddle (members of the Neue Wiener Concert
Schrammeln).
In the second part of the evening we
were given an insight into the life of
Robert Burns and his wife Jean Armour.
The Scot Jane Brown, manager of the
Globe Inn in Dumfries, gave us an authentic Scottish representation of life in the
18th century. About the love of a wife she portrayed in the style of the "Immortal
Memory" of Burns.
Simon Drabosenig, president of RBSA www.robertburns.at. Image Credit:
Robert Burns Society Austria / Hans Labler
Top photo from left to right:
Gertie Munro (Honored Member RBSA), Simon Drabosenig (President Robert Burns Society Austria), Jane
Brown, Gabi Schabl (Treasurer RBSA), Dieter Berdel (Honored Member RBSA), Tom Torda (Pipe Major
Caledonian Pipes & Drums Burgenland), Christoph Wellner (Host of the event and member RBSA), Wolfram
Berger (Artist), Colin Munro (Honored Member RBSA), Karl Menrad (Vice-President RBSA)

Teaching Burns in School
It is always with joy that I embark on the curriculum in January, in Ayr Academy, the oldest school in
Scotland. As I reflect, I realise that teaching Scottish literature and language to the weans of Ayrshire has
been one of the highlights of my career. So what is Scots language, why did Burns choose to write in it and
why should we continue to teach as part of the Curriculum for Excellence? With its various dialects, Scots
forms our culture and heritage, and contributes to confidence in literacy for our children. It is one of the
languages spoken in their home and community.
There has never been a better time to refresh the structure of Scottish Literature and Language in the
English department, and reach out across the curriculum. The introduction of Scots Language and Scottish
Studies Qualifications for our pupils opens up other pathways to success. So having a progressive
programme from S1 to S6 which includes Burns at every step has been successful, whether it is for pure
enjoyment of his work or for examination preparation.
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For the Broad General Education (BGE) aspect of the curriculum, I would recommend The Kist Anthology
(1996) which contains the favourite “Willie Wastle”, and Burns for Bairns and Lads an’ Lassies an’ a’,
compiled by Irvine Miller. Pupils can and do enjoy the poems written in Lowland Scots as well as those that
Burns wrote in Standard English. The culmination of our learning in BGE is a Burns lunch which the pupils
organise themselves. They sing and play Burns songs and recite poems to their invited audience and staff
from across the school. From there, those who are keen enter the Robert Burns World Federation
Competitions in poetry recitation and writing. We are lucky to have Burns Cottage and Burns Centre on our
doorstep in Alloway, and pupils visit to learn more about their bard.
Burns is still a focus in years 4, 5 and 6 as pupils prepare
for their National qualifications. In preparation for Burns
in the Scottish text section of Higher English, we teach
Tam o’ Shanter and To a Mouse in S4. In Higher English
pupils enjoy studying the six poems, Address to the

Deil, A Man’s A Man for A’ That, A Poet’s Welcome to
His Love Begotten Daughter, Holy Willie’s Prayer, Tam
o’ Shanter and To A Mouse. At this stage, they have the
maturity to understand the wisdom of Burns. I
recommend A Night Out With Robert Burns arranged by Andrew O’Hagan which has an excellent
introduction which I read to my class to widen their knowledge of their geographical area and the part
Burns played in it. Many of our pupils take a social issue from these poems as a stimulus for their creative
writing. Group discussion is never more animated than when we discuss ideas from Burns poetry in the
classroom.
[Anne Hamilton has been a Principal Teacher of English at Ayr Academy for 18 years and has engendered a
real love of Burns in the classroom over that time.]

Free Online Course – ‘Robert Burns: Poems, Songs, and Legacy’ (#FLRobertBurns)
Such has been the success of the free online course on Robert Burns offered by the Centre for Robert Burns
Studies at the University of Glasgow, in partnership with Futurelearn, that another course is now available
for enrolment. Over the course of three weeks, learners will explore three core questions: Who was Robert
Burns? What made Robert Burns a poetic genius? What made Burns a worldwide icon?
It starts in July and Registration is now open at: https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/robert-burns
The following two articles have been submitted by two people who took the first course in January.

Burns at Vossajazz Norway
Alf Ingum (alf@ingum.net) writes: “I participated with great interest! To be a Robert Burns follower in
Norway is a rather lonesome being. This FutureLearn project gave me the feeling of being part of a worldwide community!”
One of the concerts at the Norwegian Jazz Festival VossaJazz in March
2016 was a Robert Burns Concert Rose which featured new
compositions by Gabriel Fliflet to Johannes Gjerdaker's famous (at least
in Norway) translations of Robert Burns’ poetry. Read more about it
vossajazz.no/arrangement/gabriel-fliflet-rose/
The performers consisted of Kirsten Braten Berg (singing, harp
playgrounds, harmonica) and Anders Røine (langeleik, guitar, fiddle,
harmonica, vocals).
Photo L to R: Gabriel Fliflet/Kirsten Bråthen Berg/Anders Røine.
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Russian Interest in Burns
Olga (M) Kuznetsova (okuzn1@yahoo.com) writes: “It was my great pleasure to complete the Glasgow
University course on Robert Burns. It was a very interesting, intelligent course, very well structured in an
academic way. I enjoyed greatly and was happy to receive the Certificate.
Upon graduation from the University I was assigned to work at a secondary school in Pskov region. It was
1961 -1964 when I was teaching there I arranged a group of school learners to tell them about Robert
Burns. A kind of a club, you know.
Can you imagine in the library there, I came across a rather small book entitled ‘''Robert Burns, Songs and
Poems.” The translation was done by a young talented poet Victor Fedotov from Archangel (Arkhangelsk)
In April 1958, in the town of Smolensk, a seminar of talented poets from the Russian Federation was held. It
was there that Victor Fedotov’s translations from Robert Burns were presented and made a subject of
interest and got appraisal. I also read these translations and liked them. By education he was a graduate of
the Institute of Foreign Languages. It is a pity that his name is not mentioned now.
I have written this to let you know, that there were and still are lovers of Burns' poetry in Russia and there
were even good translations and translators of his poems besides our loved Samuel Marshak. And among
them, I think, is the name of Victor Fedotov. I would like his name to be taken to consideration not to be
forgotten.

Lanarkshire Schools Demonstrate Their Interest in Burns

Burns which were displayed at the back of the hall.

To celebrate Robert Burns’ birthday, South
Lanarkshire Leisure & Culture kindly
hosted two Hamilton primary schools at
the Town House Library on Monday 15
February. The schools, St John’s and St
Mary’s, were given the opportunity to
describe the activities, including singing,
reciting, excursions and Burns’ suppers,
that they had been involved in
approaching the Bard’s birthday. The
audience, who comprised mainly of
members of Burns’ clubs in the
Lanarkshire area, were very appreciative
of the children’s work and efforts in
honouring Robert Burns. The children of
both schools also produced workbooks on

In return, the children were entertained by John Campbell, President
of Fauldhouse & Crofthead Burns club who gave a short tribute to
Robert Burns, guitarist Andrew Sharp of Cadzow Literary Society who
sang ‘My love is like a red, red rose’ and ‘A man’s a man’, Frank
Gunning who recited ‘Holy Willie’s Prayer’ complete with nightgown
and candle and the President of the Robert Burns World Federation,
Dr Peter Hughes, who engaged the children with a quiz on Burns and
borrowed Andrew’s guitar to lead them in a sing-along of ‘the Jeely
Piece Song’. The morning concluded in time honoured fashion with
everyone singing ’Auld Lang Syne’. Special thanks should go to South
Lanarkshire Leisure & Culture for hosting the event, to librarians
Scott Broadfoot and Scott Main for organising the event and to the
teachers for bringing the children along.

Jim Leslie, Treasurer, Lanarkshire Association of Burns' Clubs
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Burns an’ a’ that! Festival 2016
Head to South Ayrshire in May for some special Burns events …
Grand Gala Opening of Souter Johnnie’s Art Gallery! (Sat 14 May 11am - 4pm)
A grand gala opening will take place during this weekend when Souter Johnnie’s Cottage is launched into a
brand new art gallery.
The Barrel Roll – Teams of four wanted! (Sun 15 May from 10am)
Teams of four are wanted for an exciting new ‘Barrel Roll’ event based on the antics of Kirkoswald’s famous
sons Douglas Graham (Tam o’ Shanter) and John Davidson (Souter Johnnie). The barrel roll emulates the
smuggling route from the beach at Culzean through the forest and hilly landscapes to the heart of
Kirkoswald.
Picnic in the Park! (Sat 21 May 12pm – 10pm)
This free family festival will star Midge Ure, The Red
Hot Chilli Pipers and more! Other attractions include
The A-Coo-Stick Tent, Burns Tipi, The Poets and
Puppets Pokey, The Mercat and some special poetry
tributes to the bard with the poems ‘Tam o’ Shanter
– the morning after’ (by Jim Shields) and ‘Tae a
Selfie’ (by Lorna Wallace).
The Brigs of Ayr! (Sun 22 May)
In 2016 it will be 230 years since Ayr’s New Brig was
built prompting Burns’ The Brigs of Ayr poem to be
penned and describing a rivalry between the two
bridges. You can take part in the special Brigs of
Ayr walking tour. Walk, laugh and learn as the
bickering Brigs come to life and you make your way
around Rabbie’s old haunts wi’ surprises a plenty!

www.burnsfestival.com
BREAKING NEWS - Burns Chronicles Now On-line
The project to digitise the Burns Chronicles from 1892 to 2015 is now bearing fruit. Over 60 clubs and
individuals have each kindly paid £50 to sponsor particular editions and these are now available to
download from the RBWF website. They appear as ‘Chronicle On-line’ under the ’Resources’ tab on the
website home page. In addition, a separate ‘Contents Pages’ facility will be available shortly to help locate
topics of interest in particular Chronicles. Only those volumes with sponsors have been scanned and made
available to download. There are still over 50 volumes yet to be sponsored so please help the Federation by
donating £50 and have your name recognised in perpetuity on a sponsor page.

Isle of Arran Distillery Masterclasses
Isle of Arran Distillery is pleased to confirm the masterclass line-up for this
year's Arran Malt & Music Festival below. Tickets for each class went on sale
from www.arranevents.com on Tuesday 1st March from 9am and will
obviously be on a first come, first served basis. They are really looking
forward to welcoming everyone to Lochranza again this year, to celebrate
their 21st Anniversary with you and hope you will find something in the
classes which will help to make it an even more memorable weekend for you.
Official Federation sponsors:

http://www.arranwhisky.com/

